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J.F. Groote ∗, T.A.C. Willemse
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Abstract
We propose a procedure for automatically verifying properties (expressed in an extension of
the modal µ-calculus) over processes with data, specified in µCRL. We first briefly review
existing work, such as the theory of µCRL and we discuss the logic, called first order
modal µ-calculus in more detail. Then, we introduce the formalism of first order boolean
equation systems and focus on several lemmata that are at the basis of the soundness of our
decision procedure. We discuss our findings on three non-trivial applications for a prototype
implementation of this procedure. The results show that our prototype can deal with quite
complex and interesting properties and systems, showing the efficacy of the approach.
Key words: Model Checking, Verification, Process Algebra, µCRL, Modal µ-Calculus,
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1 Introduction
Model checking has come about as one of the major advances in automated veri-
fication of systems in the last decade. It has earned its medals in many application
areas (e.g. communications protocols, timed systems and hybrid systems), originat-
ing from both academic and industrial environments.
However, the class of systems to which model checking techniques are applicable
is restricted to systems in which dependencies on infinite datatypes are absent, or
can be abstracted from using dedicated techniques. Examples of such dedicated
techniques are the use of e.g. regular expressions [1] and queue representations [5]
for communications protocols, Presburger arithmetic [11] for networks and counter
abstraction [25] for parameterised systems. While great progress has been made in
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these areas, they all focus on special data structures. In contrast, the approach we
outline in this paper is capable of dealing with arbitrary data and process structures.
Thus, we do not restrict ourselves to special classes of systems a priori.
We explore the possibility of extending model checking techniques to dealing with
processes which can depend on arbitrary data types. We describe a procedure, for
which we have also implemented a prototype, that verifies a given property on a
given data-dependent process. The problem in general is easily shown to be unde-
cidable, so, while we can guarantee soundness of our procedure, we cannot guar-
antee its termination. However, as several examples suggest, many interesting sys-
tems with infinite state spaces can be verified using our procedure. Naturally, our
technique also applies to systems with finite (but extremely large) state spaces.
The framework we use for describing the behaviour of a system is process alge-
braic. We use the process algebraic language µCRL [13,15], which is an extension
of ACP [3]; this language includes a formal treatment of data, as well as an oper-
ational and axiomatic semantics of process terms. Compared to CCS or ACP, the
language µCRL is more expressive [20]. For our model checking procedure, we
assume that the processes are written in a special format, the Linear Process Equa-
tion (LPE) format, which is discussed in e.g. [29]. Note that this does not pose a
restriction on the set of processes that can be modelled using µCRL, as all sen-
sible process descriptions can be transformed to this format [29]. When dealing
with datatypes, an explicit representation of the entire state space is often not pos-
sible, since it can very well be infinite. Using the LPE format has the advantage of
working with a finite representation of the (possibly infinite) state space.
The language we use to denote our properties in is an extension of the modal µ-
calculus [18]. In particular, we allow first order logic predicates and parameterised
fixpoint variables in our properties. These extensions, which are also described in
e.g. [12], are needed to express properties about data.
The approach we follow is inspired by the work of e.g. Mader [21], and uses
(in our case, first order) boolean equation systems as an intermediate formalism.
We present a translation of first order modal µ-calculus expressions to first order
boolean equation systems in the presence of a fixed Linear Process Equation, which
is based on the translation given in [12]. The procedure for solving the first order
boolean equation systems is based on the Gauß elimination algorithm described
in, e.g. [21]. Remark that even though some of the theory we present in this pa-
per can be found in slightly different settings, until now, it was by far clear that
this approach could be effective and feasible for automatic model checking of data-
dependent systems.
This paper is structured as follows: we start by reviewing existing theory, which is
done for the sake of readability. Section 2 briefly introduces the language µCRL
and the Linear Process Equations format that is used in all subsequent sections.
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In Section 3, we describe the first order modal µ-calculus in detail, including a
number of examples, illustrating the use of the language. Section 4 discusses first
order boolean equation systems and describes the translation of first order modal
µ-calculus formulae, given a Linear Process Equation, to a sequence of first order
boolean equations. We then propose a procedure for solving the first order boolean
equations, which we describe in Section 5; its implementation is discussed in Sec-
tion 6, and three sample verifications are described in Section 7. Section 8 is re-
served for concluding remarks and an overview of related work.
2 The Theory of µCRL
Our main focus in this paper is on processes with data. As a framework, we use the
process algebra µCRL [13]. Its basic constructs are along the lines of ACP [3] and
CCS [24], though its syntax is influenced mainly by ACP. In the process algebra
µCRL, data is an integral part of the language, which makes the language more
expressive than CCS or ACP (see discussion in [20]). As we enforce no restrictions
on data or on data-types, we here introduce the more abstract notion of data by
considering only a data algebra.
Definition 1 (Data Algebra) A Data Algebra is a tuple A = (F ,D), where D is
a collection of sets called data domains. The set F contains functions from data
domains to some single data domain.
For the exhibition of the remainder of the theory, we assume we work in the con-
text of a data algebra without explicitly mentioning its constituent components. As
a convention, we assume the data algebra contains all the required data types; in
particular, we always have the domain B of booleans with functions >:→B and
⊥:→B, representing true and false at our disposal.
The language µCRL has only a small number of carefully chosen operators and
primitives. Processes are the main objects in the language. A set of parameterised
actions Act is assumed; actions can be considered as functions from a data domain
to a process. An action a∈Act represents an atomic event, taking a number of data
arguments. The process representing no behaviour, i.e. the process that cannot per-
form any actions is denoted δ. This constant is often referred to as deadlock or
inaction. Note that all actions a terminate successfully immediately after executing
the action, whereas the process a · δ does not terminate successfully.
Processes are constructed using several operators. The main operators are alterna-
tive composition (p+q for some processes p and q) and sequential composition (p·q
for some processes p and q). The sequential composition operator is often not writ-
ten down explicitly . Conditional behaviour is denoted using a ternary operator (we
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write p / b . q when we mean process p if b holds and else process q). The process
b:→p serves as a shorthand for the process p / b . δ, which represents the process
p under the premise that b holds. Recursive behaviour is specified using equations.
Data is intertwined with processes such that process variables can be considered as
functions from a data domain to processes. Consider the following process.
X(n:N) = up ·X(n+ 1) + show(n) ·X(n) + [n > 0]:→down ·X(n− 1)
The behaviour denoted by process X(n) is the increasing and the decreasing of an
internal counter n or showing its current value. Note that the up and down actions do
not have parameters. For the formal exposition, however, it can be more convenient
to assume that actions and processes have a single parameter. This assumption is
easily justified, as we can assume the existence of a singleton data domain, together
with adequate pairing and projection functions.
A more complex notion of process composition consists of the parallel composi-
tion of processes (we write p‖q to denote the process p parallel to the process q).
Synchronisation is achieved using a separate communication function γ, prescrib-
ing the result of a communication of two actions (e.g. γ(a, b) = c denotes the
communication between actions a and b, resulting in action c). Two parameterised
actions a(n) and b(n′) can communicate to action c(n′′) only if the communication
between actions a and b results in action c (i.e. γ(a, b) = c) and n′′ = n′ = n.
The communication function is used to specify when communication is possible;
this, however, does not mean communication is enforced. To this end, we must
encapsulate the individual occurrences of the actions that participate in the com-
munication, such that these cannot autonomously take place. This is done using
the encapsulation operator (we write ∂H(p) to specify that all actions in the set of
actions H are to be encapsulated in process p).
The last operator considered here is data-dependent alternative quantification (we
write ∑d:D p to denote the alternatives of process p, dependent on some arbitrary
datum d selected from the (possibly infinite) data domain D). The ∑-operator is
best compared to e.g. input prefixing, but is more expressive (see e.g. [20]). As an
example of the∑-operator we consider a process that can set an internal counter to
an arbitrary value, which can be read at will:
V (n:N) = read(n) · V (n) +∑
n′:N
set(n′) · V (n′)
For verification or analysis purposes, it is often most convenient to eliminate paral-
lelism in favour of sequential composition and (quantified) alternative composition.
A behaviour of a process can then be denoted as a state-vector of typed variables,
accompanied by a set of condition-action-effect rules. Processes denoted in this
fashion are called Linear Process Equations.
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Definition 2 (Linear Process Equations) A Linear Process Equation (LPE) is a
parameterised equation taking the form
X(d:D) =
∑
i:I
∑
ei:Di
[ci(d, ei)] :→ ai(fi(d, ei)) ·X(gi(d, ei))
where I is a finite index set; D and Di are data domains; d and ei are data vari-
ables; ai∈Act are actions with parameters of sort Dai; fi:D × Di→Dai , gi:D ×
Di→D and ci:D × Di→B are functions. The function fi yields, on the basis of
the current state d and the bound variable ei, the parameter for an action ai; the
“next-state” is encoded in the function gi, and is determined on the basis of the
current state and the bound variable ei. The function ci describes when action ai
can be executed. The data domain D is referred to as the parameter set of X .
In this paper, we restrict ourselves to the use of non-terminating processes, i.e. we
do not consider processes that, apart from executing an infinite number of actions,
also have the possibility to perform a finite number of actions and then terminate
successfully. Including termination into our theory does not pose any theoretical
challenges, but is omitted in our exposition for brevity. Several techniques and tools
exist to translate a guarded µCRL process to linear form (see e.g. [14,29]). In the
remainder of this paper, we use the LPE-notation as a vehicle for our exposition of
the theory and practice.
The operational semantics for µCRL can be found in e.g. [13,15]. Since we restrict
our discussions to process expressions in LPE-form, we here only provide a defini-
tion of the labelled transition system as it is induced by a process in LPE-form.
Definition 3 (Transition System of an LPE) The labelled transition system of a
Linear Process Equation as defined in Def. 2 is a quadruple M = 〈S,Σ,−→, s0),
where
• S = {d | d∈D} is the (possibly infinite) set of states;
• Σ = {ai(dai) | i∈I ∧ ai∈Act ∧ dai∈Dai} is the (possibly infinite) set of labels;
• → = {(d, ai(d′a), d′) | i∈I ∧ ai∈Act ∧ ∃ei∈Dici(d, ei) ∧ d′a = fi(d, ei) ∧ d′ =
gi(d, ei)} is the transition relation. For an LPE X , we write X(d) a(e)−→ X(d′)
rather than (d, a(e), d′)∈→;
• s0 = d0∈S, for a given d0∈D, is the initial state.
3 First Order Modal µ-Calculus
The logic we consider is described in [12]. It is based on the standard modal µ-
calculus [18], and extends it with data variables, quantifiers and parameterised
fixpoints. This logic allows us to express data dependent properties. This logic is
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referred to as the first order modal µ-calculus, but, for brevity, we often write µ-
calculus. In this section, we review its syntax and semantics, and we illustrate these
by means of several small examples.
Definition 4 (Syntax of µ-Calculus Formulae) Expressions ϕ in the µ-calculus
are defined by the following grammar:
ϕ ::= b | Z(e) | ¬ϕ | ϕ1 ∧ ϕ2 | [α]ϕ1 | ∀d:D.ϕ | (νZ(d:D).ϕ)(e)
α ::= a(e) | > | ¬α1 | α1 ∧ α2 | ∀d:D.α1
where b is a boolean expression of domain B, possibly containing data variables
d of the set D, e is a data expression (possibly containing data variables d of the
set D) of type D; Z is a propositional variable from a set P , and (νZ(d:D).ϕ)(e)
is subject to the restriction that any free occurrence of Z in ϕ must be within the
scope of an even number of negation symbols. Furthermore, α represents an action
formula, where a is a parameterised action of set Act.
We restrict ourselves to µ-calculus formulae given in Positive Normal Form (PNF).
This means that negation only occurs on the level of atomic propositions and, in
addition, all bound variables are distinct. We often write σ to denote an arbitrary
fixpoint, i.e. σ ∈ {µ, ν}. Note that not every µ-calculus formula can be converted
into PNF.
The semantics of µ-calculus formulae is defined by means of an interpretation over
a labelled transition system M that is induced by an LPE (recall Def. 3). Since
µ-calculus expressions are open terms, the semantics is defined in the context of
environments. Environments are (partial) mappings of a set of variables to elements
of a given type.
We use the following convention: for a (countable) set V of variables, a domain of
values V and an environment θ:V→V , a variable v ∈ V and a value w ∈ V , we
write θ[w/v] for the environment θ′, defined as θ′(v′) = θ(v′) for all variables v′
different from v and θ′(v) = w. In effect, θ[w/v] stands for the environment θ where
the variable v has value w. The interpretation of a variable v in an environment θ is
written as θ(v).
Definition 5 (Semantics of µ-Calculus Formulae) Let ε:D→D be a data envi-
ronment, and ρ:P→(D→2S) be a propositional environment. Let X be an LPE
with parameter set E, action set Act with actions carrying parameters from pa-
rameter sets Ea for each a ∈ Act. The interpretation of a µ-calculus formula ϕ,
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denoted by [[ϕ]]ρε, is a subset of S and is defined inductively as:
[[b]]ρε =
S if [[b]]ε∅ otherwise
[[Z(e)]]ρε = ρ(Z)([[e]]ε)
[[¬ϕ]]ρε = S \ [[ϕ]]ρε
[[ϕ1 ∧ ϕ2]]ρε = [[ϕ1]]ρε ∩ [[ϕ2]]ρε
[[[α]ϕ]]ρε = {w∈S | ∀w′∈S ∀a∈Act ∀wa∈Ea
(X(w)
a(wa)−→ X(w′) ∧ a(wa)∈[[α]]ε)⇒ w′∈[[ϕ]]ρε}
[[∀d:D.ϕ]]ρε = ⋂v′∈D [[ϕ]]ρ(ε[v′/d])
[[(νZ(d:D).ϕ)(e)]]ρε = (νΦρε)([[e]]ε)
where we define Φρεdef=λF :D→2S.λv:D.[[ϕ]](ρ[F/Z])(ε[v/d]). The interpretation of
action formulae α, denoted [[α]]ε is defined inductively as:
[[>]]ε = Σ
[[a(e)]]ε = {a([[e]]ε)}
[[¬α]]ε = Σ \ [[α]]ε
[[α1 ∧ α2]]ε = [[α1]]ε ∩ [[α2]]ε
[[∀d:D.α]]ε = ⋂ v∈D [[α]]ε[v/d]
The set of functions from D to subsets of S is denoted by the [D→2S]. On this
set, we define the ordering v as ϕ v ψ iff for all d:D, we have ϕ(d) ⊆ ψ(d). The
interpretation of fixpoint expressions is then justified by the fact that the underlying
lattice ([D→2S],v) is a complete lattice and the functionals are monotonic over
this lattice, see [12]. From Tarski’s Theorem [28], the existence and uniqueness of
fixpoints over this lattice readily follows.
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For ease of use, we introduce the following abbreviations for µ-calculus formulae
ϕ, action formulae α and (both µ-calculus formulae and action formulae) ψ.
⊥ def= ¬>
(ψ1 ∨ ψ2) def= ¬(¬ψ1 ∧ ¬ψ2)
〈α〉ϕ def= ¬[α]¬ϕ
(∃d:D.ψ) def= (¬∀d:D.¬ψ)
(µZ(d:D).ϕ)(e)
def
= (¬νZ(d:D).¬ϕ[¬Z/Z])(e)
One may be led to believe that the universal quantifier in action formulae always
yields the empty set. However, using negation in combination with the universal
quantifier, we can obtain more exciting sets than the empty set. Below, we provide
several examples to illustrate various constructs in the µ-calculus.
Example 6 Standard constructions in temporal logic often involve expressions such
as “always ϕ” and “eventually ϕ”. Their µ-calculus counterparts are expressed as
νZ.([>]Z ∧ϕ) and µZ.(ϕ∨ ([>]Z ∧〈>〉>), respectively. Absence of deadlock, i.e.
the ability to always execute an action, is thus expressed as νZ.([>]Z ∧ 〈>〉>).
A popular interpretation, due to Stirling and Bradfield (see e.g. [8]) is to think of
a least fixpoint as finite looping through a set of states and to think of a greatest
fixpoint as looping through a set of states. A list of standard patterns of properties
can be found in e.g. [23]
The use of quantifiers inside modalities is illustrated by the following example. It
shows how data-quantification in action formulae can be used for abstracting from
the actual values for parameterised actions.
Example 7 Consider a process with at least the states s0, s1 and s2, the labels
a(>) and a(⊥) and the µ-calculus formula ϕ. We write s |= ϕ to denote that ϕ is
satisfied in state s, and, likewise, we write s 6|= ϕ to denote that ϕ is not satisfied in
state s.
(1) The µ-calculus formula ∃b:B. [a(b)]ϕ holds in state s0,
since there is a b (viz. b = >), such that whenever we
execute a(b), we end up in a state satisfying ϕ.
(2) The µ-calculus formula [∃b:B.a(b)]ϕ does not hold in
state s0, since by executing a(⊥) we end up in a state
not satisfying ϕ. An alternative phrasing of the same
property is ∀b:B.[a(b)]ϕ.





B
B
B
B
BBN
r
rr
s0
s1 |= ϕ s2 6|= ϕ
a(>) a(⊥)
One might think that the quantifiers inside modalities can all be replaced by quan-
tifiers outside modalities. This, however, is only true for some combinations of
modalities and quantifiers, as the following proposition testifies.
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Proposition 8 Let ϕ be a µ-calculus formula, such that d does not occur in ϕ, and
let α be an action formula. Then, we have the following identities:
(1) 〈∃d:D.α〉ϕ⇔ ∃d:D.〈α〉ϕ, and [∃d:D.α]ϕ⇔ ∀d:D.[α]ϕ,
(2) ∃d:D.[α]ϕ⇒ [∀d:D.α]ϕ, and 〈∀d:D.α〉ϕ⇒ ∀d:D.〈α〉ϕ
Note: here we use implication as an abbreviation for v on the interpretations of
the µ-calculus formulae.
As a result of Proposition 8, we can conclude that, compared to the fragment of the
µ-calculus that disallows quantifiers inside action formulae, the quantifiers inside
action formulae indeed increase the expressive power of the calculus. However, it
may not immediately be clear why the converse of the relations in item 2 do not
hold. The following example sheds light on this.
Example 9 Assume again a process with at least the states s0, s1 and s2, the labels
a(>) and a(⊥) and the state formula ϕ.
(1) The µ-calculus formula ∀b:B.〈a(b)〉ϕ holds in state s0.
This is easily seen, as the universal quantifier ranges
over a finite domain, and, thus, we can write this for-
mula as 〈a(>)〉ϕ ∧ 〈a(⊥)〉ϕ. However, the formula
〈∀b:B.a(b)〉ϕ does not hold in state s0: we can write
this formula as 〈⊥〉ϕ, which actually holds in no state.
(2) Similarly, we can prove that the µ-calculus formula
[∀b:B.a(b)]¬ϕ holds in state s0. However, the formula
∃b:B.[a(b)]¬ϕ does not hold in state s0, since both
transition a(>) and a(⊥) lead to a state where ϕ
holds, contradicting the requirement that ϕ should not
hold.





B
B
B
B
BBN
r
rr
s0
s1 |= ϕ s2 |= ϕ
a(>) a(⊥)
Thus far, we have concentrated mainly on the regular µ-calculus constructs, and the
use of quantifiers in this language. As our last example, we show how the parame-
terised fixpoints can be applied.
Example 10 Consider a system that can read natural numbers from a data stream
using action r, see process X .
proc X(n:N) =
∑
m:N
r(m) ·X(m)
As this process can read from arbitrary streams of data, it should also be able
to read a stream of ascending natural numbers. This property can be expressed
by means of the following µ-calculus formula: (νZ(i:N).∃j:N 〈r(j)〉(i ≤ j ∧
Z(j)))(0). Basically, since the µ-calculus is a state-based formalism, the parameter
i in this formula records the last read value from the input stream, and uses this to
compare against a newly read value via variable j. The formula is evaluated when
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using the value 0 as the initial value for i, i.e. the input is compared against 0, the
smallest natural number. Note that the µ-calculus does not always need such vari-
ables to record information about histories: the property “a number never appears
twice” is expressed by the µ-calculus formula νZ.([>]Z ∧∀j:N [r(j)]νZ ′.([>]Z ′∧
∀j′:N [r(j′)](j′ 6= j)))
4 Equation Systems
Following [21,12], the problem of model checking µ-calculus formulae over µCRL
processes is transformed to the problem of solving (first order) boolean equation
systems. Whereas in [12], the authors define four deduction rules for verifying sys-
tems by hand, we follow Mader [21], and aim at automatic verification of systems.
In this section, we review the theory for first order boolean equation systems, or,
equation systems for short. We discuss a number of lemmata that are subsequently
used in our semi-decision procedure, given in Section 5.
Definition 11 (First Order Boolean Expression) A first order boolean expression
is a formula ϕ in positive form, defined by the following grammar:
ϕ ::= b | ϕ1 ∧ ϕ2 | ϕ1 ∨ ϕ2 | X(e) | ∀d:D.ϕ | ∃d:D.ϕ
where b is an expression of domain B, possibly containing data variables d from a
set D, e is a data expression (possibly containing data variables d of the set D) of
type D and X is a variable of a set X of (parameterised) propositional variables.
Note that first order boolean expressions are again open terms. The propositional
variables X∈X , occurring as free variables in first order boolean expressions are
used in equation systems. First order boolean expressions are interpreted in the
context of a propositional environment and a data environment.
Definition 12 (Semantics of First Order Boolean Expression) Let θ:X→(D→B)
be a propositional environment and η:D→D be a data environment. The interpre-
tation of a first order boolean expression ϕ in the context of environments θ and η,
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written as [[ϕ]]θη is either true or false, determined by the following induction:
[[b]]θη = [[b]]η
[[X(e)]]θη = θ(X)([[e]]η)
[[ϕ1 ∧ ϕ2]]θη = [[ϕ1]]θη ∧ [[ϕ2]]θη
[[ϕ1 ∨ ϕ2]]θη = [[ϕ1]]θη ∨ [[ϕ2]]θη
[[∀d:D.ϕ]]θη =
 true, if for all v:D it holds that [[ϕ]]θ(η[v/d])false, otherwise
[[∃d:D.ϕ]]θη =
 true, if there exists an v:D such that [[ϕ]]θ(η[v/d])false, otherwise
We order first order boolean expressions by the inequality V, defined as ϕ V ψ
iff for all θ:X→(D→B) and η:D→B, we have [[ϕ]]θη implies [[ψ]]θη. Using this
ordering, the set of all first order boolean expressions forms a complete lattice. We
define an ordering ≤ on propositional environments as follows: θ1 ≤ θ2 iff for all
X ∈ X , we have θ1(X)V θ2(X). The set of propositional environments, denoted
[X→(D→B)], together with the ordering ≤ is also a complete lattice.
Definition 13 (Equation System) A (first order boolean) equation system E is a
finite sequence of equations of the form σX(d:D) = ϕ. Here, σ represents either
the greatest or least fixpoints ν or µ, and ϕ is a first order boolean expression. We
require that all data variables are bound exactly once and all bound propositional
variables are unique. The empty equation system is denoted ².
The equation system E ′ that is obtained by applying a propositional environment θ
to an equation system E is the equation system in which every free propositional
variable X∈X is assigned the value θ(X).
Definition 14 (Solution to an Equation System) Given a propositional environ-
ment θ, and an equation system E . The solution [E ]θ to the equation system E is an
environment that is defined as follows (see also e.g. Definition 3.3 in [21]), where
σ is either the greatest fixpoint or the least fixpoint ν or µ.
[²]θ = θ
[(νX(d:D) = ϕ)E ]θ = [E ](θ[∨{ψ:D→B | ψ V λd:D.[[ϕ]]([E ]θ[ψ/X])}/X])
[(µX(d:D) = ϕ)E ]θ = [E ](θ[∧{ψ:D→B | λd:D.[[ϕ]]([E ]θ[ψ/X])V ψ}/X])
The operators ∧ and ∨ denote the greatest lower bound and the least upper bound
of the complete lattice of first order boolean expressions, respectively.
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Lemma 15 (Monotonicity) Let θ:X→(D→B) be a propositional environment and
η:D→D a data environment. Define for an equation σX(d:D) = ϕ, its associated
operator Φθη:(D→B)→(D→B) as Φθη = λF :D→B.λv:D.[[ϕ]](θ[F/X])(η[v/d]).
The operator Φ is monotonic over the complete lattice of first order boolean ex-
pressions.
PROOF. Let θ:X→(D→B) be a propositional environment and η:D→D be a
data environment. Let σX(d:D) = ϕ be an equation with associated functional
Φθη. Let ψ1 and ψ2 be arbitrary first order boolean expressions for which we have
ψ1 V ψ2. We proceed by induction on the structure of ϕ in the functional Φθη.
• Suppose ϕ ≡ b. Then, Φ(ψ1) equals λv:D.[[b]](θ[ψ1/X])(η[v/d]). By definition,
this is equivalent to λv:D.[[b]](η[v/d]), and also to λv:D.[[b]](θ[ψ2/X])(η[v/d]).
Therefore, we have Φ(ψ1)V Φ(ψ2).
• Suppose ϕ ≡ Y (e). We distinguish between Y ≡ X and Y 6≡ X . For the latter
case, we immediately obtain Φ(ψ1) V Φ(ψ2). Thus, we assume Y ≡ X . Then,
Φ(ψ1) can be written as λv:D.ψ1([[e]])(η[v/d])(∗), given that Y ≡ X (if not, then
we are done immediately). Since ψ1 V ψ2, this is at most λv:D.ψ2([[e]])(η[v/d]),
which is equal to Φ(ψ2). Thus, we have Φ(ψ1)V Φ(ψ2).
• Suppose ϕ ≡ ϕ1 ∧ ϕ2. Assume for first order boolean expressions ϕ1 and ϕ2,
we already have Φ1(ψ1) V Φ1(ψ1) and Φ2(ψ1) V Φ2(ψ2). Then, Φ(ψ1) is
equal to the conjunction of the functionals λv:D.[[ϕ1]](θ[ψ1/X])(η[v/d]) and
λv:D.[[ϕ2]](θ[ψ1/X])(η[v/d]). By induction, we know this is at most the conjunc-
tion of λv:D.[[ϕ1]](θ[ψ2/X])(η[v/d]) and λv:D.[[ϕ2]](θ[ψ2/X])(η[v/d]), which is
equal to Φ(ψ2). Thus, we know that Φ(ψ1) V Φ(ψ2). The case where we have
ϕ ≡ ϕ1 ∨ ϕ2 is similar.
• Suppose ϕ ≡ ∀e:D.ϕe. Assume for first order boolean expressions ϕe, we al-
ready have for all e:D, Φe(ψ1) ≤ Φe(ψ2). Then, Φ(ψ1) is equal to the uni-
versal quantification over all w:D in λv:D.[[ϕe]](θ[ψ1/X])(η[v/d][w/e]). By our
induction hypothesis, this is at most the universal quantification over all w:D
in λv:D.[[ϕe]](θ[ψ2/X])(η[v/d][w/e]), which is equal to Φ(ψ2). Thus, we have
Φ(ψ1)V Φ(ψ2). The case where we have ϕ ≡ ∃e:D.ϕe is similar.
Summarising, all cases lead to Φ(ψ1) V Φ(ψ2), and thus, the functional Φ is a
monotonic operator over first order boolean expressions.
Lemma 16 Equation systems are monotonic over the set of all propositional envi-
ronments.
PROOF. Let θ1, θ2:X→(D→B) be arbitrary propositional environments for which
θ1 ≤ θ2 holds. We use induction on the length of the equation system E .
• suppose E = ². Then, by definition [²]θ1 ≤ [²]θ2 holds.
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• Suppose E is of the form (σX(d:D) = ϕ)E , and assume [E ]θ1 ≤ [E ]θ2. Then
[(σX(d:D) = ϕ)E ]θ1 is, by definition equivalent to [E ]θ1[ψ/X], where ψ abbre-
viates the solution to the equation for X , see Def. 14. Since we have θ1 ≤ θ2,
we also have θ1[ψ/X] ≤ θ2[ψ/X]. Thus, we can apply our induction hypothe-
sis to find that [E ]θ1[ψ/X] ≤ [E ]θ2[ψ/X]. Then, we can rewrite [E ]θ2[ψ/X] to
[(σX(d:D) = ϕ)E ]θ2.
Both cases lead to the required [(σX(d:D) = ϕ)E ]θ1 ≤ [(σX(d:D) = ϕ)E ]θ2, and
thus, equation systems are monotonic over the set of propositional environments.
We next define a translation that converts any combination of µ-calculus formulae
and µCRL LPEs to an equation system. In [12], it is shown that this translation has
the property that it encodes the model checking problem in the problem of solving
equation systems.
Definition 17 Let ϕ = (σZ(df :D).Φ)(e) be a first order modal µ-calculus for-
mula. LetX(dp:D) be an LPE (see Def. 2). The equation system E that corresponds
to the expression ϕ for LPE X is given by E(ϕ). The translation function E is de-
fined by structural induction in Table 1.
We illustrate the translation by means of a small example.
Example 18 We consider again the system of Example 10 that reads natural num-
bers from a data stream, see below. Note that this process is already in LPE form.
proc X(n:N) =
∑
m:N
r(m) ·X(m)
Suppose we are interested in whether we always eventually can read a 5 via action
r. Formally, this takes on the following form
νZ.([>]Z ∧ µZ ′.(([>]Z ′ ∧ 〈>〉>) ∨ 〈r(5)〉>))
Remark here that this property expresses that a 5 can be read via action r. It must
not be confused with the stronger property that value 5 must be read via action
r 1 . Combining both LPE and the above modal formula, we obtain the following
equation system:
(νZ˜(n:N) = (∀m:N.Z˜(m)) ∧ Z˜ ′(n))
(µZ˜ ′(n:N) = (∀m:N.Z˜ ′(m) ∧ ∃m:N.>) ∨ ∃m:N.m = 5)
1 This stronger property would be expressed as νZ.[¬r(5)]Z ∧ 〈>〉>. Whenever we refer
to an “eventually” property in this paper, we refer to the weaker version of the “eventually”
property
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Table 1
Translation of first order µ-calculus formula ϕ and LPE X(dp:D) to an equation system
E(ϕ). Note that Z˜ is a fresh propositional variable, associated to the propositional variable
Z. Function E determines the number and order of equations for E(ϕ), whereas function
RHS breaks down ϕ to obtain first order boolean expressions that form the right-hand side
of each equation in E(ϕ). The satisfaction relation |= and the function Par are listed in
Table 2. The functionParX(ϕ) yields a list of parameters with types that must be bound by
the parameterised propositional variableX . Here, we have abused the notationParX(ϕ) to
also denote the list of parameters without typing information. Note thatParX(ϕ) is always
calculated for the entire formula ϕ, and not for subformulae.
E(b)
def
= ²
E(Z(df ))
def
= ²
E(Φ1 ∧ Φ2) def= E(Φ1)E(Φ2)
E(Φ1 ∨ Φ2) def= E(Φ1)E(Φ2)
E([α]Φ)
def
= E(Φ)
E(〈α〉Φ) def= E(Φ)
E(∀d:D.Φ) def= E(Φ)
E(∃d:D.Φ) def= E(Φ)
E((σZ(df :Df ).Φ)(e))
def
= (σZ˜(df :Df , dp:Dp,ParZ(ϕ)) = RHS(Φ) ) E(Φ)
RHS(b)
def
= b
RHS(Z(e))
def
= Z˜(e, dp,ParZ(ϕ))
RHS(Φ1 ∧ Φ2) def= RHS(Φ1) ∧RHS(Φ2)
RHS(Φ1 ∨ Φ2) def= RHS(Φ1) ∨RHS(Φ2)
RHS([α]Φ)
def
=
∧
i:I ∀ei:Di(ai(fi(dp, ei)) |= α ∧ ci(dp, ei))⇒
RHS(Φ)[gi(dp, ei)/dp]
RHS(〈α〉Φ) def= ∨i:I ∃ei:Di(ai(fi(dp, ei)) |= α ∧ ci(dp, ei)∧
RHS(Φ)[gi(dp, ei)/dp])
RHS(∀d:D.Φ) def= ∀d:D.RHS(Φ)
RHS(∃d:D.Φ) def= ∃d:D.RHS(Φ)
RHS((σZ(df :Df ).Φ)(e))
def
= Z˜(e, dp,ParZ(ϕ))
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Table 2
Auxiliary functions used in the translation of Table 1. Here, + denotes list concatenation.
The satisfaction relation |= checks whether a symbolic action a(d) is part of an action
formula α. The function ParX(ϕ) yields a list of parameters together with their types that
have to be bound by the equation for X .
a(d) |= a′(d′) def= a = a′ ∧ d = d′
a(d) |= > def= true
a(d) |= ¬α def= ¬(a(d) |= α)
a(d) |= α1 ∧ α2 def= (a(d) |= α1) ∧ (a(d) |= α2)
a(d) |= α1 ∨ α2 def= (a(d) |= α1) ∨ (a(d) |= α2)
a(d) |= ∃d′:D.α def= ∃d′:D.(a(d) |= α)
a(d) |= ∀d′:D.α def= ∀d′:D.(a(d) |= α)
ParX(b)
def
= []
ParX(Z(df ))
def
= [] for all Z ∈ P
ParX(Φ1 ∧ Φ2) def= ParX(Φ1)+ParX(Φ2)
ParX(Φ1 ∨ Φ2) def= ParX(Φ1)+ParX(Φ2)
ParX([α]Φ)
def
= ParX(Φ)
ParX(〈α〉Φ) def= ParX(Φ)
ParX(∀d:D.Φ) def= [d:D]+ParX(Φ)
ParX(∃d:D.Φ) def= [d:D]+ParX(Φ)
ParX((σZ(df :Df ).Φ)(e))
def
= [df :Df ]+ParX(Φ) for all Z 6= X
ParX((σX(df :Df ).Φ)(e))
def
= []
Note that, even though the modal formula itself does not carry any parameters, the
parameter n stems from the LPE X . Obviously, the resulting equation system can
be further simplified using rules of calculation, see e.g. [12,17]. This, however, is
not the objective of this paper.
The following result, due to Groote and Mateescu [12, proposition 1], confirms the
relation between the model checking problem and the problem of solving equation
systems.
Theorem 19 (Groote and Mateescu [12]) Translating an LPE X and µ-calculus
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formula ϕ using the function E of Def. 17 has the property that the solution to the
resulting equation system is true iff process X satisfies property ϕ.
Whereas Groote and Mateescu [12] use this result to solve the model checking
problem by means of manual verification using four deduction rules, we use this
result as the basis for a semi-decision procedure. First, we establish three results
that are at the basis of the soundness of this procedure.
Proposition 20 Let E , E1 and E2 be equation systems. If for all environments θ,
[E1]θ = [E2]θ then for all environments η, [EE1]η = [EE2]η.
PROOF. By induction on the length of E .
The following lemma states that for an arbitrary equation system, we may replace
an occurrence of an equation variable with its first order boolean expression in all
equations prior to its defining equation.
Lemma 21 Let E1, E2 and E3 be equation systems and let σ1X1(d1:D1) = ϕ and
σ2X2(d2:D2) = ψ be equations. Then, we can substitute ψ in all preceding equa-
tions in which X2 occurs on the righthand-side, i.e.
[E1(σ1X1(d1:D1) = ϕ)E2(σ2X2(d2:D2) = ψ)E3]θ
=
[E1(σ1X1(d1:D1) = ϕ[ψ/X2])E2(σ2X2(d2:D2) = ψ)E3]θ
PROOF. Using proposition 20, it is easy to see that it suffices to prove that
[(σ1X1(d1:D1) = ϕ1)E2(σ2X2(d2:D2) = ϕ2)E3]θ
=
[(σ1X1(d1:D1) = ϕ1[ϕ2/X2])E2(σ2X2(d2:D2) = ϕ2)E3]θ
This follows directly from the following observation:
ϕ1([E2(σ2X2(d2:D2) = ψ)E3]θ) = ϕ1[ψ/X2]([E2(σ2X2(d2:D2) = ψ)E3]θ)
which can easily be shown to hold using induction on the length of E2.
A single equation for which we know its solution, can be removed from an equation
system by updating the propositional environment. This means that by successively
solving all single equations, the solution to the entire equation system follows.
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Lemma 22 Let E , E ′ be equation systems and let σX(d:D) = ϕ be an equation,
where X does not occur freely in ϕ and let θ be an arbitrary propositional environ-
ment. Then
[E(σX(d:D) = ϕ)E ′]θ = [EE ′]θ[ϕ/X]
PROOF. Note that since X does not occur in ϕ, the solution to the fixpoint equa-
tion σX(d:D) = ϕ is itself again ϕ. We proceed by induction on the size of the
equation system E .
• Suppose E = ². By definition, [(σX(d:D) = ψ)E ′]θ is equal to [E ′](θ[ψ/X]),
• Suppose E is of the form (σ′X ′(d′:D′) = ϕ′)E0, and assume [E0(σX(d:D) =
ϕ)E ′]θ = [E0E ′]θ[ϕ/X] for all environments θ. We denote the solution to X ′ as
by σ′X ′(d′:D′).ϕ′. Then, [(σ′X ′(d′:D′) = ϕ′)E0(σX(d:D) = ϕ)E ′]θ is equal
to [E0(σX(d:D) = ϕ)E ′](θ[σ′X ′(d′:D′).ϕ′/X ′]). By structural induction, this is
equivalent to [E0E ′]((θ[σ′X ′(d′:D′).ϕ′/X ′])[ϕ/X]). By definition, this is equal
to [EE ′]θ[ψ/X].
Summarising, both cases lead to the desired equality.
5 Decision Procedure
Mader [21, chapter 6] describes an algorithm for solving boolean equation sys-
tems. The method she uses resembles the well-known Gauß elimination algorithm
for solving linear equation systems, and is therefore also referred to as Gauß elimi-
nation. The semi-decision procedure we use (see Fig. 1) is an extension of the Gauß
elimination algorithm of [21]. The essential difference is in the addition of an extra
loop for calculating a fixpoint in the approximation for each equation.
We briefly explain the procedure. The reduction of an equation system proceeds
in two separate steps. First, a stabilisation step is issued (see line 3), in which an
equation σiXi(d:D) = ϕi is reduced to a stable equation σiXi(d:D) = ϕ′i, where
ϕ′i is an expression containing no occurrences of Xi. Second, we substitute each
occurrence of Xi by ϕ′i in the rest of the equations of the equation system (line 4).
Since there are no more occurrences of Xi in the right-hand side of the equations,
it suffices to reduce a smaller equation system. Lines 1 and 5 are needed for per-
forming the substitutions starting with the last equation of the equation system and
working down to the first equation. In line 2 the basis for the approximation step
(in line 3) is made by assigning > to a greatest fixpoint equation and ⊥ to a least
fixpoint equation. The semi-decision procedure terminates iff the stabilisation step
terminates for each equation.
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Input: (σ1X1(d1:D1) = ϕ1) . . . (σnXn(dn:Dn) = ϕn).
1. for i = n downto 1 do
2. j := 0;ψ0 := ( if σi = ν then > else ⊥);
3. repeat ψj+1 := ϕi[Xi := ψj]; j := j + 1 until (ψj ≡ ψj−1)
4. for k = 1 to i do ϕk := ϕk[Xi := ψj] od ;
5. od
Fig. 1. Semi-decision procedure for computing the solution of an equation system
Theorem 23 (Soundness) On termination of the procedure in Table 1, the solution
of the given equation system has been computed.
PROOF. The technique to solve a single equation is based on well-established
transfinite approximation techniques [19]. Termination of this approximation means
we have computed a solution to a single equation. This solution can then be sub-
stituted in the remainder of the equation system, as a result of Lemmas 21 and 22.
Termination of the procedure, therefore means we have correctly computed the so-
lution to all equations in the equation system.
Note that as it is undecidable whether an equation system has a solution, the pos-
sible non-termination of our procedure is unavoidable. Note that the decidability
depends largely on the data types that are used and not so much on the class of (first
order) modal µ calculus formulae. For instance, the alternation-free fragment of the
modal µ-calculus (see e.g. [22]) still allows for coding the halting problem. Below,
we illustrate how the model checking problem of various small data-dependent sys-
tems is solved using the translation of Def. 17 and the procedure we defined in this
section.
Example 24 Consider a counter that counts up to nine, starting from zero, and at
nine cycles back to zero. Each time the counter increases, an inc event is issued.
Upon reaching nine, the counter issues a reset event, signalling the counter has
been reset to zero. A process algebraic description (in LPE form) of such a process
is provided below.
proc C(n:N) = [n ≥ 9]:→ reset · C(0)
+ [n < 9]:→ inc · C(n+ 1)
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Our goal is to verify whether it is possible to eventually execute a reset action (the
process obviously does not deadlock, so, in all states, the formula 〈>〉> is imme-
diately satisfied. Thus, we can leave this part out of the standard construction for
“eventually reset”). Expressed formally, we obtain the formula µZ.[>]Z∨〈reset〉>.
This basically expresses that on all paths, eventually a reset action is executed.
The equation system for this expression is (after removing some redundancies)
µZ˜(n:N) = (n ≥ 9 ∨ Z˜(n+ 1)).
Following the procedure, we first compute the first and second approximations ψ0
and ψ1, being ⊥ and n ≥ 9, respectively. Then, we iterate until we end up with a
formula ψ10 = 0 ≤ n, which is equivalent to ψ11. Since this is a stable solution of
the equation, we can assess the truth of the equation system by substituting ψ10 for
Z˜ in our equation, thereby obtaining µZ˜(n:N) = >. Verifying the validity of this
property in an arbitrary initial state n′ of the system immediately yields true.
Example 25 As an example of a system with an infinite state-space, we consider a
process that counts from zero to infinity, and reports its current state via an action
current. A process algebraic description in LPE form is provided below.
proc C(n:N) = current(n) · C(n+ 1)
Given the simplicity of this process, it is unfortunate to find that with most current
technologies, proving absence of deadlock for process C cannot be done automat-
ically. Using our procedure, this boils down to verifying νX.(〈>〉> ∧ [>]X) on
the process C. Following the translation, we derive the associated equation system
νZ˜(n:N) = (Z˜(n+1)∧>). The first approximation, being> is immediately stable
(i.e. the second approximation is also >). Hence, the solution to this equation is >.
Last but not least, we present an example of a system for which the model checking
procedure we defined in this section does not terminate.
Example 26 Consider a process C representing a counter that counts down from a
randomly chosen natural number to zero and then randomly selects a new natural
number.
proc C(n:N) = ∑m:N [n = 0]:→ reset · C(m)
+ [n > 0]:→ dec · C(n− 1)
We verify whether it is possible to eventually execute a reset action. Since the pro-
cess obviously is deadlock-free, this can be expressed using the standard construc-
tion as µZ.[>]Z ∨ 〈reset〉>. The equation system, associated to this expression is
µZ˜(n:N) = ((n > 0⇒ Z˜(n−1)) ∧ ∀m:N(n = 0⇒ Z˜(m)) ∨ n = 0).
The procedure prescribes computing a stable solution for this equation. However,
this computation does not terminate, as we end up with approximations ψk, where
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ψk = n ≤ k. This means, we cannot find a ψj , such that ψj = ψj+1, and therefore,
the procedure does not terminate. However, it is straightforward to see that the
minimal solution for this equation is necessarily µZ˜(n:N) = >. This solution can
be found using the results described in [17].
6 Verification of Data-Dependent Systems in Practice
Based on our algorithm, described in the previous section, we have implemented a
prototype of a tool. 2 In this section, we briefly sketch this implementation, without
going into detail.
6.1 Implementation
The prototype implementation of our algorithm employs Equational Binary Deci-
sion Diagrams (EQ-BDDs) [16] for representing first order boolean expressions.
These EQ-BDDs extend on standard BDDs [9] by explicitly allowing equality on
nodes. We first define the grammar for EQ-BDDs.
Definition 27 (Grammar for EQ-BDDs) We assume a set P of propositions and
a set V of variables. The formulae we consider are given according to the following
grammar.
Φ ::= 0 | 1 | ITE(V = V,Φ,Φ) | ITE(P,Φ,Φ)
The constants 0 and 1 represent false and true. Expressions of the form ITE(ϕ, ψ, ξ)
must be read as an if-then-else constructs, i.e. (ϕ∧ψ)∨ (¬ϕ∧ ξ), or, alternatively,
(ϕ⇒ ψ) ∧ (¬ϕ⇒ ξ). For data variables d and e, and ϕ of the form d = e, the ex-
tension to EQ-BDDs is used, i.e. we explicitly use ITE(d = e, ψ, ξ) in such cases.
Using the standard BDD and EQ-BDD encodings [9,16], we can then represent all
quantifier-free first order boolean expressions. The representation of expressions
that contain quantifiers over finite domains is done in a straightforward manner, i.e.
we construct explicit encodings for each distinct element in the domain. Expres-
sions containing quantifiers over infinite domains are in general problematic. The
following theorem, identifies a number of cases in which we can deal with these.
Theorem 28 Suppose data variable d does not occur in expression ψ. Then, quan-
tification over data-types can be removed in the following cases:
2 This prototype implementation is freely available as part of the µCRL tool-suite [4], see
the subdirectory checker.
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• ∃d:D.ITE(d = e, ϕ, ψ) = ϕ[e/d]∨ψ provided D contains at least two elements.
• ∀d:D.ITE(d = e, ϕ, ψ) = ϕ[e/d]∧ψ provided D contains at least two elements.
• ∃d:D.ITE(d = e1, ϕ1, ITE(d = e2, ϕ2, . . . , ITE(d = en, ϕn, ψ) . . .)) =∨
1≤i≤n((
∧
1≤j<i ej 6= ei)∧ϕi[ei/d])∨ψ providedD contains at least one element
not in {ei|1 ≤ i ≤ n}.
• ∀d:D.ITE(d = e1, ϕ1, ITE(d = e2, ϕ2, . . . , ITE(d = en, ϕn, ψ) . . .)) =∧
1≤i≤n((
∨
1≤j<i ej = ei)∨ϕi[ei/d])∧ψ providedD contains at least one element
not in {ei|1 ≤ i ≤ n}.
PROOF. The identities follow directly from the observations that
• ∃d:D.ITE(d = e, ϕ, ψ) = ϕ[e/d] ∨ ∃d:D(d 6= e ∧ ψ).
• ∀d:D.ITE(d = e, ϕ, ψ) = ϕ[e/d] ∧ ∀d:D(d = e ∨ ψ).
Obviously, Theorem 28 applies to a restricted class of first order boolean expres-
sions. In practice, we find that the above theorem adds considerably to the verifica-
tion power of the prototype implementation. This is illustrated in the next section.
7 Example Verifications
We have successfully used the prototype on several applications, including many
communications protocols, such as the IEEE-1394 firewire, sliding window proto-
cols, the bounded retransmission protocol, etc. We first illustrate the performance
of the tool on a small example, 3 viz. a one-place buffer that holds elements of an
arbitrary (possibly infinite) domain M , equipped with equality. Let P be an arbi-
trary, total predicate on M .
Table 3
A Simple One-Place Buffer
proc Buffer = ∑m:M read(m) · send(m) · Buffer
We verify two properties, illustrating our techniques can deal with abstract notions
such as arbitrary domains and predicates on such domains.
(1) If the input is constant, then the output is also constant, i.e.
∀m:M.(νZ(i:M).∀n:M.([read(n)](n = i⇒ Z(n))∧
[send(n)](n = i ∧ Z(n))))(m)
3 all results listed in this section were obtained using a 1.47Ghz AMD Athlon XP1700+
machine with 256Mb main memory, running Linux kernel 2.4
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(2) If the input satisfies predicate P , then the output also satisfies predicate P , i.e.
∀k:M.(νZ(i, j:M).∀n:M.([read(n)](P (n)⇒ Z(n, j))∧
[send(n)](P (n) ∧ Z(i, n))))(k, k)
Using our prototype, the above properties are verified in less than 1 second, and
both are proved to be satisfied.
We next discuss two larger examples. We first report on our findings for Lamport’s
Bakery Protocol [26]. A µCRL specification of the Bakery Protocol is given in
Table 4.
Table 4
Lamport’s Bakery Protocol
comm get, send = c
init ∂{get, send}(P(>)‖P(⊥))
proc P(b:B) = request(b) · P0(b, 0) + send(b, 0) · P(b)
proc P0(b:B, n:N) =
∑
m:N get(¬b,m) · P1(b,m+ 1) + send(b, n) · P0(b, n)
proc P1(b:B, n:N) = send(b, n) · P1(b, n)
+
∑
m:N get(¬b,m) · (C1(b, n) / n < m ∨m = 0 . P1(b, n))
proc C1(b:B, n:N) = enter(b) · C2(b, n) + send(b, n) · C1(b, n)
proc C2(b:B, n:N) = leave(b) · P(b) + send(b, n) · C2(b, n)
The bakery protocol we consider is restricted to two processes. Each process, wait-
ing to enter its critical section, can choose a number, larger than any other number
already chosen. Then, the process with the lower number is allowed to enter the
critical section before the process with the larger number. Due to the unbounded
growth of the numbers that can be chosen, the protocol has an infinite state-space.
However, our techniques are immediately applicable. Below, we list a number of
key properties we verify for the bakery protocol.
(1) No deadlocks, i.e.
νZ.([>]Z ∧ 〈>〉>),
(2) Two processes can never be in the critical section at the same time, i.e.
νZ.([T ]Z ∧ ∀b:B.([enter(b)]νZ ′.([enter(¬b)]⊥ ∧ [¬leave(b)]Z ′))),
(3) All processes requesting a number always possibly enter the critical section,
i.e.
νZ.([>]Z ∧ ∀b:B.([request(b)]µZ ′.(〈>〉Z ′ ∨ 〈enter(b)〉>))),
(4) All processes requesting a number always eventually enter the critical section,
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i.e.
νZ.([>]Z ∧ ∀b:B.([request(b)]µZ ′.(([>]Z ′ ∧ 〈>〉>) ∨ 〈enter(b)〉>)))
(5) It is always possible to get a number, i.e.
νZ.([>]Z ∧ ∀b:B.µZ ′.(([>]Z ′ ∧ 〈>〉>) ∨ ∃n:N.〈c(b, n)〉>))
(6) It is attainable for a process to always get a number that is at least the number
that is currently circulating, i.e.
(νZ(i:N).(∃b:B.∃n:N.〈c(b, n)〉(n ≥ i ∧ Z(n)))∨
〈∀b′:B.∀n′:N.¬c(b′, n′)〉Z(i))(0).
All properties but the fourth are satisfied. Using our prototype we were able to pro-
duce the results for the first and third property in less than a second, the second
property in 2 seconds and the fifth and sixth property in 3 and 19 seconds, respec-
tively. The fourth property was proved not to hold by our prototype in 2 second.
Lastly, we consider the Alternating Bit Protocol (ABP), see e.g. [3]. This is a basic
communications protocol utilising two unreliable channels. A sender sends a mes-
sage, tagged with a bit, via an unreliable channel. It repeatedly resends this message
(including the bit), until it receives an acknowledgement (with the right bit) from
the receiver, via the other channel. It then starts the entire procedure again with a
new message, and inverts the bit it sends along with the message.
The ABP is a famous communications protocol, and is often used to illustrate that a
formalism or technique is capable of dealing with real systems of small to medium
size. When applying well-established, fully-automatic techniques, the data that is
transmitted in this (and other) communications protocols, has to be fixed. Here, we
show that, with the use of our prototype, no alterations to the ABP are necessary,
and the messages we transmit are indeed arbitrarily chosen from an infinite set of
messages.
Communications protocols usually have an external behaviour, similar to the be-
haviour of a buffer, i.e. messages sent at one end are eventually received at the
other end. The ABP is no exception to this rule. The properties we verified for ABP
are listed below.
(1) No deadlock can occur, i.e.
νZ.([>]Z ∧ 〈>〉>),
(2) A message that is received by the sender (via r1) always possibly will be sent
by the receiver (via s4), i.e.
νZ.([>]Z ∧ ∀d:D.[r1(d)]µZ ′.(〈>〉Z ′ ∨ 〈s4(d)〉>)),
(3) A message that is received by the sender (via r1) always eventually will be
sent by the receiver (via s4), i.e.
νZ.([>]Z ∧ ∀d:D.[r1(d)]µZ ′.(([>]Z ′ ∧ 〈>〉>) ∨ 〈s4(d)〉>)),
(4) Every message that is received by the sender (via r1), can as long as it has not
been delivered (via s4) eventually be delivered, i.e.
νZ.([>]Z ∧ ∀d:D.[r1(d)]νZ ′.([¬s4(d)]Z ′ ∧ µZ ′′.(〈>〉Z ′′ ∨ 〈s4(d)〉>)))
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Table 5
Alternating Bit Protocol
comm r2, s2 = c2; r3, s3 = c3; r5, s5 = c5; r6, s6 = c6
init ∂{r2,r3,r5,r6,s2,s3,s5,s6}(S‖K‖L‖R)
proc S = S(0) · S(1) · S
proc S(n:bit) = ∑d:D r1(d) · S(d, n)
proc S(d:D,n:bit) = s2(d, n) · ((r6(n) + r6(e)) · S(d, n) + r6(n))
proc R = R(1) ·R(0) ·R
proc R(n:bit) = (r3(e) +∑d:D r3(d, n)) · s5(n) ·R(n)
+
∑
d:D r3(d, n) · s4(d) · s5(n)
proc K = ∑d:D ∑n:bit r2(d, n) · (i · s3(d, n) + i · s3(e)) ·K
proc L = ∑n:bit r5(n) · (i · s6(n) + i · s6(e)) · L
(5) If the choice between losing a message and sending a message is resolved
fairly, then the message is always eventually delivered (via s4), i.e.
νZ.([>]Z ∧∀d:D.[r1(d)]νZ ′.µZ ′′.([c3(e)]Z ′∧ [¬(c3(e)∨s4(d))]Z ′′)∧〈>〉>
(6) The protocol does not create messages, i.e.
νZ.∀d:D.([¬r1(d)]X ∧ [s4(d)]⊥)
(7) The protocol does not duplicate messages, i.e.
νZ.([>]Z∧∀d:D.[r1(d)]νZ ′.([¬(r1(d)∧s4(d))]Z ′∧[s4(d)]νZ ′′.([¬r1(d)]Z ′′∧
[s4(d)]⊥)))
The first two properties are shown to hold in 1 and 15 seconds, respectively. The
third property is shown not to hold, simply because the channel can infinitely often
lose or scramble a message. Our prototype obtained this result in 4 seconds.
The fourth and fifth property are typical fairness properties. Our prototype pro-
duced the result that these properties are satisfied in 16 seconds and 14 seconds,
respectively.
The sixth and seventh properties are “no-miracle” properties. Using our prototype,
we were able to show that the ABP satisfies these properties in 1 second and 5
seconds, respectively.
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8 Closing Remarks
8.1 Related work
In a setting without data, the use of boolean equation systems for the verification
of modal µ-calculus formulae on finite and infinite state systems was studied by
Mader [21]. As observed by Mader, the use of boolean equation systems is closely
related to the tableau methods of Bradfield and Stirling [7], but avoids certain re-
dundancy of tableaux. It is therefore likely that in the case with data our approach
performs better than tableau methods if these would be extended to deal with data.
Closely related to our work is the tool EVALUATOR 3.0 [23], which is an on-the-
fly model checker for the regular alternation-free µ-calculus, see also [22]. The
machinery of this tool is based on boolean equation systems. The alternation-free
µ-calculus is a fragment of the (first order) modal µ-calculus with alternation depth
1. Although the alternation-free µ-calculus allows for the specification of temporal
logic properties involving data, the current version of the tool does not support
the data-based version of this language. It is well imaginable that this tool can be
extended with our techniques.
A different approach altogether is undertaken by e.g. Bryant et al. [10]. Their
Counter arithmetic with Lambda expressions and Uninterpreted function (CLU)
can be used to model both data and control, and is shown to be decidable. For this,
CLU sacrifices expressiveness, as it is restricted to the quantifier-free fragment of
first order logic. Moreover, their tool (UCLID) is restricted to dealing with safety
properties only. We allow for safety, liveness and fairness properties to be verified
automatically. Nevertheless, CLU is interesting as it provides evidence that there
may be a fragment in our logic or in our specification language that is decidable,
even for infinite state systems.
Much work on symbolic reachability analysis of infinite state systems has been
undertaken, but most of it concentrates on safety properties only. Bouajjani et al.
(see e.g. [6]) describe how first-order arithmetical formulae, expressing safety and
liveness conditions, can be verified over Parametric Extended Automaton models,
by specifying extra fairness conditions on the transitions of the models. The main
difference with our approach is that we do not require fairness conditions on tran-
sitions of our models and that the first order modal µ-calculus is in fact capable of
specifying fairness properties.
The technique by Bultan et al. [11] seems to be able to produce results that are com-
parable to ours. Their techniques, however, are entirely different from ours. In fact,
their approach is similar to the approach used by Alur et al. [2] for hybrid systems.
It uses affine constraints on integer variables, logical connectives and quantifiers
to symbolically encode transition relations and sets of states. The logic, used to
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specify the properties is a CTL-style logic. In order to guarantee termination, they
introduce conservative approximation techniques that may yield “false negatives”,
which always converges. It is interesting to investigate whether the same conserva-
tive approximation techniques can be adapted to our techniques.
8.2 Summary
We discussed a pragmatic approach to verifying data-dependent systems. The tech-
niques and procedure we presented, are based upon the techniques and algorithms,
described by e.g. Mader [21]. Remark that, even though some of the theory we
discussed in this paper was already investigated in slightly different settings, it was
by far clear that this approach could lead to effective tooling. The prototype tool
implementation and the three sample verifications we discussed in this paper, show
the approach is indeed viable and worthwhile.
Apart from the verifications, described in this paper, the prototype was success-
fully applied to other systems, see the discussion in [30, chapter 3]. Summarising,
we find that the verifications conducted with our prototype take in many cases an
acceptable run-time. We expect improvements can still be made on the prototype.
More importantly, we have been able to successfully use our prototype on systems
with a finite (but extremely large) state-space, for which the standard µCRL tool-
suite (which is competitive with other tool-suites that use explicit state-space repre-
sentations) failed to calculate the exact state-space (see [30, chapter 3]). Since this
is where current state-of-the-art technologies break down, our technique is clearly
a welcome addition.
Several other issues remain to be investigated. For instance, we think our technique
may eventually be used to generalise specialised techniques, such as developed
by Bryant et al. [10,27]. Also, in [17], we have identified rules and theorems for
calculating with equation systems. These include special patterns and rules (such
as the four deduction rules of Groote and Mateescu [12]) that would help skipping
the (expensive) approximation step in our procedure. In the end, this is expected to
improve the performance and efficacy of our tool.
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